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ABSTRACT

Deep Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN) have
drawn great attention in sound event detection (SED). Due to the
variation in duration for acoustic events is relatively large, It is crit-
ically important to design a good operator that can extract multi-
scale feature more efficiently for SED. However, most CRNN-based
models lack discriminative ability for different types of acous-
tic events and deal with them equally, which results in the rep-
resentational capacity of the models being limited. Inspired by
this, We proposed a Multi-Scale Convolution based Attention Net-
work(MSCA). By using Multi-Scale Convolution, a more effective
feature representation ability can be obtained, Which can naturally
learn coarse-to-fine multi-scale features to helps the model recog-
nize different sound events. On the other hand, a channel-wise
attention module is designed, which can adaptively recalibrates
channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modelling interdepen-
dencies between channels.

Index Terms— Multi-Scale, Channel-wise Attention, Sound
event detection

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Sound Event Detection is to identify each sound
event category and detect its onset and offset in an audio sequence.
Unlike common classification tasks, that is only need to determine
the event category, while the detection task is need to predict the
temporal position of the target events, which increased the difficulty
of the SED task. SED has drawn great attention recently in a variety
of applications, such as query-based sound retrieval[1], smart cities,
and homes[2][3] , as well as multimedia information retrieval[4].
There main there approaches exist to train an SED model: Fully
supervised SED and Weakly supervised SED and Semi-supervised
SED. However, Following the dcase2021Task4, this paper primarily
focuses on Semi-supervised SED based on mean teacher method.

Recently, due to the development of deep convolutional neu-
ral networks, there has been significant progress on the problem
of sound event detection. Existing approaches for SED can be
roughly classified into two kinds, i.e.,cnn framework[5][6] and crnn
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framework[7][8][9]. However, some works shown that CNN mod-
els generally good at audio tagging, while CRNN approaches are
excel at in onset and offset detection. Thus, we design our model
based on CRNN framework. On the other hand, Different sound
events behave differently in the time and frequency domains. For
example, dog barking and dish last shorter, while running water
and blender lasts longer and cover a wider range in the frequency
domain. If the model perform on a single resolution, It’s hard to
deal with different types of sound events. Thus, Consider this in-
herent nature of sound events, Inspired by [10], We design a multi-
scale feature extraction module to help respond to different types of
sound events. In order to fusion features of inconsistent semantics
and scales, inspired by SENet[11], a channel-wise attention module
is designed to better recognize sound events.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, an overview of the proposed framework is firstly
illustrated. Then we introduce the proposed Multi-scale Convo-
lution and Channel-wise attention model. Multi-Scale Convolu-
tion exploits different types of filters with varying size to integrate
the multi-scale spatial information for better representation, while
Channel-wise attention model aims to establish a cross-channel in-
teraction in different scale features and select more important scale
for better perception of different types of acoustic events.

2.1. proposed network

We adopt the CRNN Network as the basic network structure to ex-
plore the effects of the Multi-scale Convolution and the Channel-
wise Attention model for the sound event detection. As show in
Fig.1 the processing flow of our proposed MSISA Network mainly
consists of three stages: the CNN feature extraction stage, the
RNN long-time context modeling stage, and the localization output
stage based linearsoftmax[12]. As illustrated in Fig.2, The CNN
part mainly consist of several Multi-scale Convolution Attention
Blocks(MSCA Block) following the average pooling operation .
And a MSCA Block consists of two MSCA modules based on the
residual connection.
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Figure 1: Overview of our architecture.

2.2. Multi-scale Convolution

The Multi-scale convolution can process the input feature at mul-
tiple scales in parallel, As illustrated in Fig.3, where a four-branch
case is shown. Therefore in this example, there are only four ker-
nels with different kernel sizes, but it is easy to extend to multi-
ple branches case. For a given feature map X∈ RC×H×W , we
first conduct four transformations with different kernel sizes ki, and
the input feature map X can be splitted into four parts as denoted
by [X0, X1, X2, X3], For different parts, different spatial resolu-
tions and depths can be generated by using multi-scale kernels in
the structure. Thus the multi-scale feature map generation function
can be writing as:

Xi = Conv(ki × ki)(X), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (1)

where the ki is the the i-th kernel size, Xi ∈ RC×H×W denotes
the feature map with different scales and then the multi-scale pre-
processed feature map can be obtained by a concatenation way as

F = Concat([X0, X1, X2, X3]) (2)

where the Concat means to concatenate features in the channel di-
mension. F∈ R4C×H×W is the obtained multi-scale feature map.

2.3. Channel-wise attention module

By extracting the channel attention weight information from the
multi-scale pre-processed feature map, the attention weight vectors
with different scales are obtained. The vector of attention weight Z
can be represented as

Z = Softmax(SEWeight(F )) (3)

Where Z ∈ R4C×1×1,

Y = Z � F (4)

where � represents the channel-wise multiplication,
Y∈ R4C×H×W refers to the feature map that with the ob-
tained channel-wise attention weight. Then a 1x1 convolution is
used to learn the correlation between channels. The final output of
the model can be writting as Y

′
∈ RC×H×W ,

Y
′
= Conv1× 1(Y ) (5)
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Figure 2: Multi-Scale Convolution based Attention block.
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Figure 3: Multi-Scale Convolution based Attention model. Ki is
the kernel size, Xi is the fearure map with different scales.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed model are a combination of a convolutional neural
network (CNN) and a recurrent neural network (RNN). In our ex-
periment, We use three branches to implement the Multi-scale Con-
volution. The CNN part is composed by 7 layers. In the first four
layers, the kernel size is [[3, 3], [5, 5], [7, 7]] , while in the latter
three layers, the kernel size is set to [[3, 3], [5, 3], [7, 3]]. The num-
ber of filters and pooling size for each layer are respectively [16,
32, 64, 128, 128, 128, 128] and [[1, 2], [1, 2], [2, 2], [2, 2], [1,
2], [1, 2],[1, 2]]. In order to reduce the complexity of the model,
we use different sizes of grouping convolution at different layers.
The dropout is set to 0.3. The batch size is set to 48. The RNN
part is composed by two layers of RNN cells, each layer contains
128 cells. And a aggregation layer (in our case a linearsoftmax) is
used to aggregates frame-level features to segment-level features to
produce audio tagging output.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Dataset

The dataset of dcase2021 task 4 is consist of 10 sec audio clips
recorded in domestic environment or synthesized to simulate a do-
mestic environment. Three types dataset (i.e. the weakly labeled
data(1578), unlabeled data(11412) and synthetic data(10000)) were
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used for training in each batch as proposed in the baseline (1/4 for
the weakly labeled data, 1/2 for the unlabeled data and 1/4 for the
synthetic data). In order to learn efficiently with unbalanced training
set, we use the mean-teacher model that is provided by the baseline
system.

4.2. Results and Analysis

In DCASE 2021 task 4, the PSDS-scenario1 and the PSDS-
scenario2 is used to evaluate the performance. The results that
we obtained for our proposed models are given for the validation
dataset(1168).

5. CONCLUSION

In this technical report, we present a system for DCASE2021 task 4.
We proposed a Multi-Scale Convolution based Attention Network
for sound event detection. The Multi-Scale Convolution module
can fully extract the different-scale event features by using the dif-
ferent kernels, while channel-wise attention model can adaptively
recalibrates channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modelling
interdependencies between channels. An PSDS-scenario1 of 0.342
and PSDS-scenario2 of 0.614 was achieved on the validation data.
Due to lack of time, there are still potential improvements can be
achieved by adjusting the parameters in this model. Thus, we will
carry out a further work in the model.
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